
November 28, 2015 

A conference call of the Area IX council was held on Thursday, November 12, 2015.  
Members of the council on the call were: 

            Chairman, Deeda Randle 

            Treasurer, Dan Michaels 

            Young Rider Coordinator, Marcel Dorsey 

            Adult Rider Coordinator, Greg Smith 

            Education, Vicki Baker 

            Web and communication, Teresa Craig 

            Awards, Tina Murry 

            Rider Representatives, Christian Eagles (Northern part of Area IX)  

                                                Ingrid George (Western Slope of Area IX) 

Members of the council not on the call were Dick Farmer, Past Area Chair and Susan 
Farmer, Organizer Representative.  The email with the call information did not go 
through to Susan’s email and Dick did not open his email on Thursday so missed the 
notice until Friday.  

            Deeda opened the call with a brief overview of the key ideas generated at the two 
informal Town Hall type meetings.  The first was held during the Powder Basin Horse 
Trial and the second was held during the Event at Skyline.  Both meetings were well 
attended.  The first idea was to help Area Organizers by advertising Area IX in their 
show programs and having them hang an Area IX banner.  Since the 2016 budget needed 
to be into USEA before this call, Dan put $200/show in the budget for 2016 for this 
purpose.  The second idea to help the organizers was for the Area to purchase some 
equipment that could be shared by all of the event organizers, such as timers for show 
jumping.  Tina suggested setting up an Area IX  FedEx account to ship the equipment 
from organizer to organizer if there was not someone traveling to the next show. Dan put 
a $2000 request  for this in the 2016 budget. 

            The second idea was to do an Area IX clinic series using the same clinician in 
three different venues.  The venues would be somewhere in Utah, somewhere in Northern 
Wyoming and Colorado.  Local folks can help fill out the education slate by offering 
brief lectures on topics such as helmet fit, yoga, veterinary care, etc.  The Area IX riders 
would pay one fee and out of area riders would pay a second , higher fee. Ingrid George 
said she would head up trying to locate and confirm a clinician.  Dates and locations will 



be confirmed at a later date with help from Marcel, Dan, Deeda and Vicki.  Dan 
requested $2000/ clinic in the 2016 budget to help get the ball rolling and cover cost over 
runs if the clinics do not break even.  

            The third item that came up was where to do the annual meeting and awards 
banquet.  At the Town Hall Meetings there were three main ideas that did not help with 
resolution as to the issue of our area being so large but did identify the problems.  The 
awards banquet cannot take place until the end of the current year competition since some 
of our awards allow for out of area points to count.  The riders do not want to travel big 
distances on bad roads in the winter.  Kathy Michelle said she would organize a meeting 
in Jackson in April if that would help.  The Council recommends the solutions of 1) 
maybe doing a clinic to help draw people to the meeting and awards presentation and 2) 
coordinate two awards presentations, one in Utah and one on the Front Range.  The 
suggestion to Teleconference and coordinate the two awards ceremonies was tabled due 
to cost and the lack of availability of necessary equipment at the usual awards facilities.  
These will have to take place in January or later so there is time to coordinate calculations 
of points and get the awards to the venues.  This will be the plan for the 2016 competition 
season.  The discussion for the 2017 annual Area meeting venue was tabled,  

Area Council member reports: 

 Treasurer, Dan Michaels:  Dan is closing the books for 2015 on November 15th.  The 
2016 budget will be confirmed as requested at the USEA annual meeting in December.  
To date none of the requested expenditures for 2016 have come up for review so our 
requested budget is expected to be approved as submitted.. 

 Young Riders, Marcel Dorsey: We had one rider go to NAYRC in 2015 and are hoping 
with our developing rider programs that in the not so distant future we will be able to 
field full teams again.  This is the main reason we maintain such a high balance in the YR 
account.  The YR ribbons and prizes for placing at the Area IX events are still popular 
and Marcel hopes to make contacts to get them to all of the shows in 2016.  Karen 
O’Connor came and did a Spring and Fall Clinic.  The YR’s really liked Karen and the 
continuity having the two clinics provided.  Karen is planning to come back in 2016 for 
two clinics on the Front Range and a third in Utah.  Murdock Trailer Sales donated Area 
IX ear bonnets for the 11 YR’s who attended the USEA Championships.  They were a 
big hit.  YR’s offer a yearly onetime $50 rebate to those YRs attending USEA 
educational clinics.  Area IX YR’s also offers a $250 scholarship to a YR for 
volunteerism.  Madeline Backus was the first recipient of the scholarship.  Marcel can 
offer up to 10 scholarships per year. 

 Adult Riders, Greg Smith: The Daniel Stewart Clinic held at Hobby Horse went really 
well.  This was Greg’s first time ever to organize a riding clinic and was glad it went so 
well.  Greg would like to have Daniel back to do another, slightly different type of clinic 
in 2016.  The day at the Hunt went well with about 20 Area IX not regular hunt members 
riding.  This activity appears to have generated some new interest in Eventing by some 
Hunt members.  All of the Adult Rider Trophies are back to be presented at the Awards 



banquet along with having been engraved with last year’s winners.  There will be keeper 
prizes for last year’s winners as well as this year’s winners. 

 Education, Vicki Baker: Vicki worked hard to put on an ICP jumping clinic with Karen 
O’Connor.  It was held the Thursday-Friday before Karen did a 2 day YR clinic.  Marcel 
and Vicki both worked hard to cover the costs for Karen by holding the two functions 
back to back.  There were 5 Instructor Candidates who participated, all from Area IX.  
The goal is to have a testing in 2016.  Karen O’C is very committed to helping both the 
YR and ICP programs in our Area.  Vicki is working on the criteria for an education 
scholarship program such as the one Marcel does for Yrs.   

 Web, Teresa Craig : Teresa is happy to keep doing the web page but really would like 
more material and information from the council to post.   If we can add the web address 
to the ad we have the organizers use in their programs maybe that will generate more web 
use.  Face Book and the Area mass emails have also helped up the interest in the web 
page.  The site is also the major documentation for past and present awards.  It is the 
primary source of information for the awards. 

 Awards, Tina Murry : The council voted and approved the venue for 2015 awards and 
annual 2016 Area meeting to be held in conjunction with the CCC awards, MSEA 
awards, January 16, 2016 in Castle Rock ( marcel moved, Christian 2nd).  Tina has some 
time constraints but will have calculations finished to be checked by mid-December.  The 
awards have all been accounted for with the Hobo Farm trophy having been replaced.  
The keeper awards for this year are still “in the works”.  Tina will come up with an 
financial estimate for the 2016 awards to be voted on by the council at a later date. 

 Rider Representatives, Ingrid George and Christian Eagles: Christian thought most of 
the rider issues have been addressed already in the call.  She thought the Area IX events 
are getting better with more riders and higher levels being offered.  Ingrid is excited to 
have active discussion and inclusion within Area IX and bringing some of the 
opportunities to Utah.  

 Addition discussion: Dan Michaels did a great effort of overseeing and helping with, 
the building of new jumps at Lory State Park.. It is great to have a public schooling venue 
available to Area IX riders.  MSEA has a donation plaque on sight.  It would be a great 
thing for Area IX to be able to have some recognition as well.  Dan will look into maybe 
the Area funding the building of an information kiosk. 

 There will be an Area IX Organizer meeting at Abbe Ranch November 21st, 10am. 

Deeda Randle  

  

  


